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The Limitations of Online Dose Calculators
This website and other online resources offer patients information on the typical amount of radiation used
in various medical and nuclear medicine imaging studies (see the Effective radiation dose chart). Other
websites offer online tools that allow users to "calculate" a total radiation dose for up to multiple imaging
studies.
These dose charts and calculators provide only typical estimates of radiation exposure for an imaging
study, not the actual dosage received by individual patients. Radiologists make every effort to reduce
radiation exposure risk by using the lowest amount of radiation possible to answer the clinical question.
As a result, the actual amount of radiation a specific patient receives during an imaging study cannot be
determined using typical radiation dose charts or obtained online dose calculators.
Accurate, patient-specific dose numbers are not easily accessible and are available only from the medical
institution performing the study. A number of variables must be considered to determine the actual,
patient-specific effective dose. These include the size of the patient, the study techniques, the specific
machine used, its manufacturer, and other considerations.
Typical dose information is helpful for understanding how the radiation used in medical imaging studies
compares to the background radiation we are exposed to from natural sources as part of daily living. Most
imaging procedures have a relatively low risk and the medical profession is working to ensure that
patients are given appropriate imaging tests that use as little radiation as possible.
If you're concerned about radiation risk, talk to your doctor about the benefits and risks of a given
procedure. You may want to consider tracking your medical imaging history and sharing it with your
doctor and radiologist. To manage your medical imaging history, Image Wisely suggests taking the
following steps:
Keep track of your medical imaging history by recording the date, name of study and institution
where the exam was performed (see Patient Medical Imaging Record card and My Child's Medical
Imaging Record for sample records).
Ask your doctor about the benefits and risks of imaging procedures, such as:
How will the results of the exam be used to evaluate my condition or guide my treatment (or
that of my child)?
Are there alternative exams that do not use ionizing radiation that are equally useful?
Ask the imaging facility:
If it uses techniques to reduce radiation dose, especially to sensitive populations such as
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children.
About any additional steps that may be necessary to perform the imaging study (e.g.,
administration of oral or intravenous contrast agent to improve visualization, sedation, or
advanced preparation).

Disclaimer
This information is copied from the RadiologyInfo Web site (http://www.radiologyinfo.org) which is dedicated to
providing the highest quality information. To ensure that, each section is reviewed by a physician with expertise in
the area presented. All information contained in the Web site is further reviewed by an ACR (American College of
Radiology) - RSNA (Radiological Society of North America) committee, comprising physicians with expertise in
several radiologic areas.
However, it is not possible to assure that this Web site contains complete, up-to-date information on any particular
subject. Therefore, ACR and RSNA make no representations or warranties about the suitability of this information
for use for any particular purpose. All information is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.
Please visit the RadiologyInfo Web site at http://www.radiologyinfo.org to view or download the latest
information.
Note: Images may be shown for illustrative purposes. Do not attempt to draw conclusions or make diagnoses by
comparing these images to other medical images, particularly your own. Only qualified physicians should interpret
images; the radiologist is the physician expert trained in medical imaging.
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